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OFFSET Curb Inlet (type special)

FLEXAMAT
STANDARD CHANNEL DETAIL

1. See PW-1B for Throat Extension details.
2. See PW-13 for Manhole Frame & Cover.
3. See PW-9 for Throat Opening Detail.
4. See PW-11 for Wall Key Detail.
5. All reinforcing shall be placed 1-1/2" clear to the inside of the structure.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES:
1. An engineer or manufacturer representative shall be on-site for the start of the installation.
2. Grade the site so that water will not flow above, below, or around the outside of the area protected with Flexamat. All subgrade surfaces prepared for placement of mats shall be smooth and free of all rocks, sticks, roots, other protrusions, or debris of any kind.
3. Apply site-specific seed, including native grasses directly to the prepared soil prior to Flexamat installation.
4. Flexamat rolls are available in widths of 4', 5.5', 8', 10', 12', & 16'. It is the manufacturer's recommendation to utilize the widest mats possible to reduce an abundance of seams or overlaps.
   a. To achieve wider widths, install mats adjacent to one another. Install additional underlayment under all adjoining mats. A minimum of 12" of underlayment shall extend under each side of the mat and directly against the subgrade.
   b. Install 18" #3 rebar U-anchors or stainless steel zip ties in 3' increments the length of the longitudinal seam.
5. At the beginning of the Flexamat, transition the initial leading edge properly with erosion matting or sod. If exposed to concentrated flows embed 18" vertically into the subgrade to serve as an anchor trench. The trench shall be filled and compacted with suitable fill or other (as specified by EOR).
6. For additional sections of mat, overlap the downstream section 18" with upstream section of mat. Prior to installing overlap, flip upstream mat back 24". Excavate 2.25" of soil 18" from end of upstream mat. Downstream section is laid in the shallow trench. Lightly spread topsoil, seed and fertilizer over initial edge. Flip end of upstream mat over the soil covered initial leading edge of downstream mat.
7. Install 18" U-anchors in 3' increments across the overlap. Install anchors directly behind blocks. "U" anchors consist of #3 rebar "U" anchor with 18" legs.
8. At the end of the armored channel, embed the mat 18" in a termination trench. Fill and compact termination trench with soil (determined by EOR).
CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE NOTES:
1. INSTALL ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS AND DEVICES AS SHOWN.
2. CONSTRUCT PROJECT STA. 10+68 TO 13+35.